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Reverend Suzanne Edison
Spiritual Healer and Shaman Guide
Delray Beach, Florida
E-mail: sqedison@aol.com

Sacred Work
I bring joy and laughter through my work as a healer. We are really not healers all we do is link with
each other and connect in Spirit. That is where the healing happens. I gift people a smile and lead
then to empower themselves and walk through gateways. Great Spirit has taught me to move energy
in a way that allows them to access the healing energy of unconditional love and oneness. When I
open my heart Great Spirit and Mother Earth move through me and I focus and guide people to find
balance, love and unity within themselves. People need to find the paths that work best for
themselves to sustain their healing. People need to bring energy into their lives so they can be
happy, healthy and become lightworkers themselves.
My gifts help them to bring light to shadows, movement to worn-out patterns and power to live a
good dream. Great Spirit has given me the gift of vision so that I may focus prayer and intent where
I find holes. My clients can then use tools to fix themselves and allow the gift of their own holiness
to enlighten their spirit. We then work on ways of not leaking energy,
Individual Healing
During sessions we use tools such as, Luminous Fiber work, crystal and stone healing, Hot Rock
Massage, Guided Meditations, Reiki and listening to your inner needs. We use Shaman Journeys to
connect to your inner domain and bring back symbols and answers that you need. We also work on
developing a program that you can use each day to strengthen and build your own pathways to
harmony and balance. Guides and power animals play a huge part.
Workshops





Medicine Wheel Transformational journey into Archetypal realms of the Ancient Egyptian Goddess
Mask Making
Prayer Sticks
Shields
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Act of Power
Drumming Circles
Power Songs

Services:






Alter and Sacred Space Creation
Individual consultations by telephone (561-265-1838)
House, Office and Boat Blessings
Mistress of Ceremony - Weddings, Births and Funerals
Guided trips to Egypt and Peru

Credentials
Dance and Communications: SUNY Purchase New York
Graduate, Kindred Spirit & Ministerial Coordinator
Continuing Education student in the Lynn Andrews Center for Sacred Arts and Training
Ordained Minister, Spiritual Healer and Earth Stewart ( S.H.E.S.)
Reiki Master Level in the Usui Reiki Method of Natural Healing
Basic/Octahedral and Advanced Sacred Merkaba Techniques
Student Eyes of the Puma Peruvian Traditional Medicine
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